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Abstract. In order to utilize a large number of unlabeled data in semi-supervised sup-
port vector machine, fuzzy semi-supervised support vector machine based on a fuzzy com-
pactness and separation (FCS) clustering algorithm (FS3VM-FCS) is proposed. Com-
pared with fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm, FCS clustering algorithm proposed
by Wu, Yu and Yang achieves a large between-cluster variation besides a small within-
cluster variation. Fuzzy membership acquired by FCS clustering algorithm is utilized to
label unlabeled data and solve the problem of noise points. The experimental results on
artificial and real datasets show that the proposed FS3VM-FCS has a good classification
performance.
Keywords: FCS, Clustering, Semi-supervised support vector machine, Fuzzy member-
ship

1. Introduction. Support vector machine (SVM), which is an effective tool to solve
some problems of data mining by using optimization method, has a good generalization
ability [1]. SVM has drawn much attention in recent years [2-4]. Standard SVM belongs
to supervised learning and it overcomes some traditional problems, such as the curse of
dimensionality and over-fitting problem. Although SVM has the effectiveness of solving
practical problems, it needs a lot of labeled data to train a classifier. However, it is difficult
to obtain labeled data. How to effectively utilize a large number of unlabeled data and
a small number of labeled data to obtain a classifier has become an important problem.
Semi-supervised learning is a situation in which in your training data some of the samples
are not labeled. Therefore, semi-supervised support vector machine (S3VM) was proposed
[5] based on the idea of semi-supervised learning. There are many researches about the
applications of S3VM recently, such as its applications in a brain computer interface (BCI)
system [6], physical education effect evaluation [7], natural hazards forecasting [8], and
classifying the bugs [9].

Benbrahim and Bramer proposed a fuzzy semi-supervised support vector machine [10]
which applies fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm to S3VM. However, FCM clus-
tering algorithm is based on a within-cluster scatter matrix with a compactness measure
[11]. Compared with FCM clustering algorithm, FCS clustering algorithm proposed by
Wu, Yu and Yang is based on a between-cluster scatter matrix with a separation mea-
sure and a within-cluster scatter matrix with a compactness measure. FCS clustering
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algorithm attempts to minimize the compactness measure and simultaneously maximize
the separation measure [11]. In this paper, FS3VM based on FCS clustering algorithm
(FS3VM-FCS) is proposed. FS3VM-FCS can be described as two steps. Firstly, a large
number of unlabeled data will be labeled by fuzzy membership obtained by FCS clustering
algorithm. Every newly labeled sample has its own fuzzy membership value solving the
problem of noise points. Then FS3VM-FCS trains a new classifier using a large number
of newly labeled data and a small number of labeled data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. FCS clustering algorithm will be described
in Section 2. FS3VM-FCS is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental
results. At last, the brief conclusions of this paper will be given in Section 5.

2. Fuzzy Compactness and Separation Clustering Algorithm. Machine learning
methods mainly include supervised learning and unsupervised learning. As a fairly com-
mon method in classification problems, supervised learning utilizes labeled data to train
an optimal model. However, unlabeled data can be obtained relatively easily from the
world. So the application of unsupervised learning is widely researched. Clustering al-
gorithm is an unsupervised learning method. Traditional clustering algorithms belong
to hard clustering, such as hard c-means (HCM) clustering algorithm [12]. HCM is an
either-or clustering algorithm. That is to say a sample belongs to either one class or the
other. In fact, every sample does not exactly belong to one of the two classes, so every
sample should be assigned a fuzzy membership value. Therefore, Dunn proposed the FCM
clustering algorithm [13] that utilizes fuzzy membership to label unlabeled data. Every
sample has its fuzzy membership value between 0 and 1.

Hybrid dataset X = (x1, x2 . . . , xn), FCM clustering algorithm utilizes Euclidean dis-
tance as a measure of similarity and X has c classes. FCM clustering adopts the sum-of-
squared-error criterion and then its objective function can be defined as follows

JFCM (U, V ) =
c∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

µm
ij ∥xi − vj∥2, (1)

where vj is the clustering center. µij is the fuzzy membership value of xi belonging to
class j.

∑c
j=1 µij = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , c.

Because the objective function of FCM clustering algorithm is based on a within-
cluster scatter matrix, one sample point is close to its similar sample points. In fact,
between-cluster scatter matrix and within-cluster scatter matrix are both essential to
the objective function of clustering algorithm. By revising the cluster validity index
FS (c) = trace(Sfw) − trace(Sfb) [14], the objective function of FCS clustering algorithm
is defined as follows

JFCS (U, V ) =
c∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

µm
ij ∥xi − vj∥2 −

c∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

ηjµ
m
ij ∥vj − x̄∥2, (2)

where x̄ is sample mean,
∑c

j=1 µij = 1, m > 1 and ηj ≥ 0. If ηj = 0, then JFCS = JFCM ,

else if ηj = 1, then JFCS = FS (c). The first part of JFCS (U, V ) is based on a fuzzy
within-cluster scatter matrix, and the second part of JFCS (U, V ) is based on a fuzzy
between-cluster scatter matrix. The Lagrange function is given by

LFCS =
c∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

µm
ij ∥xi − vj∥2 −

c∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

ηjµ
m
ij ∥vj − x∥2 +

n∑
i=1

αi

(
c∑

j=1

µij − 1

)
. (3)
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By taking derivatives with respect to vj and µij, we can obtain

vj =

n∑
i=1

µm
ij xi −

n∑
i=1

ηjµ
m
ij x

n∑
i=1

µm
ij −

n∑
i=1

ηjµm
ij

, (4)

µij =
(∥xi − vj∥2 − ηj∥vj − x∥2)−

1
m−1

c∑
k=1

(∥xi − vk∥2 − ηk∥vk − x∥2)−
1

m−1

, (5)

where µij ∈ [0, 1]. If µij < 0, [11] will update µij as follows

if ∥xi − vj∥2 ≤ ηj ∥vj − x∥2 , then µij = 1, and if j′ ̸= j, then µij′ = 0. (6)

Parameter ηj is decided by (7), the performance of FCS clustering depends on a suitable
parameter β.

ηj =

β

4
min
j′ ̸=j

∥vj − vj′∥2

max
k

∥vk − x∥
, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. (7)

The initial clustering center of FCS clustering is calculated as follows

vj =
1

nj

nj∑
l=1

xl, j = 1, 2, . . . , c, (8)

where nj is the amount of samples of j class and xl is one of the samples of j class
(l = 1, . . . , nj).

3. Fuzzy Semi-Supervised Support Vector Machine Based on FCS Clustering
Algorithm. In machine learning, SVMs are supervised learning models with associated
learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification. When a lot of data are
not labeled, supervised learning is not possible. Therefore, a semi-supervised learning
approach is required. How to use a small amount of labeled data and a large number of
unlabeled data has become an important research problem, and then S3VM was proposed.
Lin and Wang proposed the fuzzy support vector machines (FSVM) by introducing the
concept of fuzzy membership into SVM [15,16]. Every sample has its own fuzzy mem-
bership value that can measure the contribution of samples to the classifier. In order to
reduce the influence of noise points to the classifier, a small fuzzy membership value needs
to be given to each noise point. Labeled by fuzzy membership acquired by FCS, a large
number of newly labeled data have fuzzy membership values. FS3VM-FCS is proposed in
this paper.

Training dataset includes two parts: labeled dataset (x1, y1), . . . , (xL, yL) ∈ Rn ×
{+1,−1} and unlabeled dataset XU = (xL+1, . . . , xL+U) ∈ Rn. FS3VM-FCS can be
described as follows

min
1

2
∥w∥2 + C

[
L∑

l=1

ξl +
L+U∑

u=L+1

µuηu

]
s.t. yl(ω · ϕ(xl) + b) + ξl ≥ 1, l = 1, 2, . . . , L

yu(ω · ϕ(xu) + b) + ηu ≥ 1, u = L + 1, L + 2, . . . , L + U

ξl ≥ 0, l = 1, 2, . . . , L

ηu ≥ 0, u = L + 1, L + 2, . . . , L + U,

(9)

where penalty parameter C is constant and C > 0, ξl is the slack parameter and µuηu is
the slack parameter with weight. xu will not be very important when µu is very small, so
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its misclassification has a little influence on the classifier. yu and µu can be obtained by
the following equations

yi = arg max
j=1,...,c

µij, ∀i ∈ (L + 1, . . . , L + U), (10)

µi = max
j=1,...,c

µij, ∀i ∈ (L + 1, . . . , L + U). (11)

We apply Lagrange multiplier and kernel function to solving the problem (9). Thus,
the quadratic optimization problem (9) can be transformed as follows

min L = −
L∑

l=1

αl −
L+U∑

u=L+1

βu +
1

2

(
L∑

l=1

L∑
k=1

k(xl, xk)ylykαlαk

+
L∑

l=1

L+U∑
u=L+1

k(xl, xu)ylyuαlβu+
L+U∑

u=L+1

L+U∑
h=L+1

k(xu, xh)yuyhβuβh

)
s.t. 0 ≤ αl ≤ C, l = 1, 2, . . . , L

0 ≤ βu ≤ µuC, u = L + 1, L + 2, . . . , L + U
L∑

l=1

ylαl +
L+U∑

u=L+1

yuβu = 0.

(12)

The steps of FS3VM-FCS are described as follows:

Step 1: Use the FCS clustering algorithm to calculate fuzzy membership matrix U ,
then label the unlabeled data by (10) and calculate fuzzy membership values of newly
labeled data by (11). FCS clustering algorithm is described as follows:
Input: Unlabeled dataset XU , initial clustering center v = (v1, . . . vc), the number of
clustering c, parameters β and ε > 0.
Output: Fuzzy membership matrix U .
1st: Calculate fuzzy membership matrix by (5);
2nd: Revise fuzzy membership matrix U by (6) and (7);
3rd: Update clustering center matrix v′ by (4);
4th: If ∥v′ − v∥ < ε, stop. Else return to the 1st and v = v′;
Step 2: Use sample dataset {(x1, y1), . . . , (xL, yL)}, {(xL+1, yL+1), . . . , (xL+U , yL+U)}
and µ = (µL+1, . . . , µL+U) to train a classifier;
Step 3: Use test dataset to test accuracy of the classifier.

4. Experiments. The experiment is conducted on one artificial dataset G50c and two
publicly available benchmark datasets from the UCI Repository [17] Diabetes and Thy-
roid. All experiments are run on a personal computer with 2GB memory. The codes of
models are written in Matlab language. We compare FS3VM-FCS with FS3VM based on
FCM clustering algorithm (FS3VM-FCM).

In the experiment, three datasets have two classes respectively. Table 1 gives features
of three world datasets. The numerical results of FS3VM-FCS and FS3VM-FCM for the
three datasets are also included in Table 2. The experimental results in Table 2 show that
the proposed FS3VM-FCS has higher testing accuracy than FS3VM-FCM.

Table 1. Features descriptions of three datasets

Dataset
Number of the Number of the Number of the

Class
labeled data unlabeled data test data

G50c 50 300 200 2
Diabetes 50 418 300 2
Thyroid 20 120 75 2
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Table 2. The performance comparisons of two algorithms

Dataset Algorithm Test accuracy

G50c
FS3VM-FCM 95.00%

FS3VM-FCS 95.50%

Diabetes
FS3VM-FCM 71.34%

FS3VM-FCS 72.34%

Thyroid
FS3VM-FCM 84.00%

FS3VM-FCS 85.34%

5. Conclusions. This paper proposes FS3VM-FCS. FCS clustering algorithm attempts
to minimize the fuzzy within-cluster variation and maximize the fuzzy between-cluster
variation. A large number of unlabeled data are labeled by fuzzy membership obtained
by FCS clustering algorithm. Then FS3VM-FCS trains the classifier by utilizing a small
number of labeled data and a large number of newly labeled data. Compared with FS3VM-
FCM, FS3VM-FCS has much better classification performance.

In this paper, we utilize FCS clustering algorithm to assign a fuzzy membership value
to each unlabeled training sample of S3VM. In the future, we will pursue to select a proper
fuzzy membership function to the problem of noise points of S3VM.
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